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On Sept. 20, representatives of the world's major coffee producer nations plan to convene in London
to discuss a Colombian proposal to raise coffee prices. In the past week, Bogota has stepped up
efforts to gain support for the plan. Under the plan already endorsed by Brazil and several other
Latin American producers the International Coffee Organization's (ICO) 51 producer nations would
retain 7.5 million 60-kg. bags of coffee from the export market, beginning in October. Estimated
exportable output is 72 to 73 million bags. Current coffee stocks in consumer nations total 18 million
bags, about twice the normal level. Expected export sales are about equal to projected consumption.
According to a document distributed by the Colombian government to ICO consumer and producer
member nations, in the absence of the retention plan, inventories held by consumers will not be
reduced. Consequently, consumer nations would maintain control of the market, thereby preventing
"any significant medium-term price recovery." In July, coffee prices on the New York market hit
an 18- year low. The Colombian document states that the industry is in crisis and financial losses
for producers are "enormous." Colombian officials believe the plan requires the support of the
United States, the European Community and other consumer countries to "operate properly." In the
absence of such participation, "consuming countries would very probably...consider themselves free
from all commitments and hasten the liquidation of the ICO." If the plan is approved by producers
this week, it would be presented to consumers at a week-long ICO meeting beginning Sept. 23 in
London. (Basic data from AP, 09/16/91)
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